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Maths:

Last week we were learning…

* developing our knowledge of tens and ones (chips and peas!) and looking at
missing numbers and patterns in the number system up to 100 (and beyond in some
challenges).
Literacy:
* We have been comparing similarities and differences in ‘friendship
stories’. We have studied a narrative poem, narrative story and a story told
purely with visuals alongside stimulating music and character expression so that we
can develop inference skills.
Humanities: * We have developed our humanities topic by creating a chronological
timeline of seaside holidays and social history and compared secondary evidence
through postcards to discover similarities of past and present holidays.
Science: *we continued our sessions of SRE.
Sports Day: * We had ‘the most exciting day ever’ these are the children’s words!
An exciting team morning was held whereby every child was engaged in tasks based
on a carousel of athletic activities and then a wonderful picnic lunch with parents.
Flamingos then pre-selected races they would like to carry out as individual
sportsmen and women. We had nearly everyone take part and if we had some shy
participants some friends even doubled up so that enough contestants of their age
were available to make the race go ahead. Well done Flamingos you were
superstars!
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Next week we will be learning…
Next week we will have our transition mornings, a few
assessments to mop up and rehearsals for the Upper
School Performance. We will also be working hard to
finish up our Art and D&T projects for Under the Sea
alongside our core subjects.
Reception children will continue to increase their
phonic/writing/maths daily output in books. Please
come and have a look on open tray days. They will
continue to look at the challenges set around our maths
unit of ‘time’. And of course, challenging continuous
provision will give them opportunities to extend and
consolidate their growing learning across the
curriculum.

Reminders
Homework: Sing, sing and sing some more!
I have sent home the lyrics for our class song to practise.
Puff the Magic Dragon is coming along nicely.
If your child brings in a football to play with during break and
lunch time please ensure it is named. Due to space in our
garden area football is not played in continuous provision.
Please continue to upload on Tapestry. At this time of year it
is an opportunity to show us what the children can do at home.
Finally, thank you for your continued support. Just a few
short weeks left now before we break up for a well- deserved
break.
School Performance 11th July
Bag2School collection 12th July
Bawburgh Duck Race 13th July

